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Get To Know TOSI University Professor Guild

Embark on a transformative journey with the TOSI Professor Guild Program, an
unparalleled initiative designed to craft visionary leaders in the realm of Body Altering
Education.

At TOSI University, we believe in fostering excellence through education that transcends
boundaries and redefines paradigms. The Professor Guild Program stands as a
testament to this commitment, offering a unique opportunity for aspiring educators to
hone their skills, elevate their perspectives, and emerge as catalysts of innovation in
academia.

Throughout this immersive 2-month preparation, individuals undergo a comprehensive
curriculum curated by esteemed mentors and experts in Body Altering Aesthetics. The
Professors Guild program surasses the ordinary, shaping individuals into unbiased,
forward-thinking leaders primed to revolutionize the landscape of education at TOSI
University.

The journey doesn't stop with mere instruction; it's a holistic experience that
amalgamates theoretical wisdom with practical application-- Professor Guild graduates
not only attain a Master's in Education from the Amber Turner Business Academy, but
are also granted the coveted privilege of joining TOSI University's esteemed faculty.

But here’s where the true essence of our commitment shines through: graduation from
the program is intertwined with a dedication to hands-on teaching. To complete the
program, aspiring professors are entrusted with imparting their knowledge for a
semester in either the Alumni Accelerated Degree Program or a FlagShip Semester. This
hands-on approach ensures a well-rounded education that blends theoretical mastery
with real-world application.

Join us in shaping the future of education, where each graduate emerges not just as a
professor but as an advocate for change, equipped to ignite the minds of the next
generation. At TOSI University, the Professor Guild Program isn’t just about education;
it's about crafting pioneers who inspire, challenge, and lead. Become a part of our
legacy of academic excellence, where innovation meets education, and dreams find
their wings to soar.
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Professor Guild Departments of Study & Schedules

Objective: Train next wave of TOSI teachers, trainers, researchers,
writers, & professors

To be able to train the future minds, Professor Guild applicants will first train, shape, mold their
own to the TOSI way.

If your application is chosen, you'll dive into an immersive virtual 8-week training program
crafted with detail to equip you with the skills and expertise needed to educate aspiring minds.
Your focus? Teaching the intricate and captivating realm of Body Biomechanics Science and
Technology at the undergraduate level to our eager TOSI University college students.

Professor Guild Departments offered at TOSI University for the 2024-25 school year
● TOSI Externship Bio-Mentor
● TOSI Lab Trainer
● TOSI CORE/University Professor

Professor Guild Departments
TOSI Externship Bio-Mentor: (Spring Semester) March 6- May 22, 2024

The TOSI Externship Bio-Mentor certification, offered from the Amber Turner Business
Academy and TOSI Care, is an immersive program designed for TOSI University alumni to
guide + mentor undergraduate students pursuing their Bioengineering Externship requirements.
As a TOSI Externship Bio-Mentor, participants coordinate, host, and supervise undergraduates,
overseeing these students as they engage in practical learning experiences with local clients
and surgeons within CSL Therapy's Bridge Program. This certified business diploma empowers
mentors with the skills and knowledge essential to provide guidance, support, and supervision
to budding TOSI body bioengineers, facilitating a transformative learning environment that
fosters hands-on skill development, professional growth, and practical application of
bioengineering principles within real-world settings. Graduates of this program emerge equipped
with the expertise and mentorship capabilities necessary to facilitate impactful experiences for
undergraduate students within the realm of bioengineering at CSL Therapy's Bridge Program.

Upon completion of your program, graduates will be able to host TOSI University Alumni
students for a paid externship in all 3 Body Altering Aesthetics Modalities; Externships are 3-6
sessions with a current TOSI University enrolled student (sessions may also be done virtually if
enrolled student is out of state; must have proper streaming equipment).
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TOSI Lab Trainer (Summer Semester) June 3- August 19, 2024
(Autumn Semester) September 16- December 2, 2024

“Clinical labs” at TOSI University provide facilities within the academic institution affiliation where
Science & Technology students engage in hands-on learning experiences after completing their
didactic lecture for their chosen Educational Track. These labs are designed to simulate
real-world clinical settings and provide students with practical training, experimentation, and skill
development. In these labs, students will perform treatments, project hypotheses with case
studies, conduct research, practice clinical bioengineering techniques, & analyze various trauma
remodeling applications under the supervision of experienced certified professors.

The Certified Business Diploma for TOSI Lab Trainers is a specialized program that certifies
educators to facilitate and instruct at TOSI University Clinical Labs in the confines of their
established facilities. This comprehensive diploma equips participants with the necessary
expertise and instructional techniques to effectively guide students through practical hands-on
experiences in clinical settings. Through a curated curriculum, trainers gain in-depth knowledge
and proficiency in creating immersive and impactful learning environments within these labs.
The program focuses on honing educators' skills in supervising lab activities, fostering an
engaging and conducive atmosphere for learning, and ensuring students' understanding and
proficiency in protocol building, performing clinical sessions, and analyzing bioengineered
responses. Graduates of this diploma emerge as qualified TOSI Lab Trainers, prepared to
deliver high-quality and immersive educational experiences within clinical lab settings at TOSI
University.

The 12 week program is conducted virtually and in person with current TOSI Lab Trainers who
will guide you through perfecting how to host a TOSI Lab. After receiving your TLT Certificate,
you will receive an Advanced Scholastic Trainers license with CSL Therapy good for 2yrs before
renewal to teach any accredited courses in the Body Altering Aesthetics industry.

Upon completion of the program, graduates will be able to host micro-satellite TOSI Labs for
anywhere from 2-8 TOSI Lab students and/or alumni. Schedules do not have to be
preapproved; TLTs just have to follow along CSL Therapy AST Licensing criteria with
assessments and evaluations. TLTs will also be required to attend quarterly TLT meetings.

TOSI CORE/University Professor (Spring Semester) April 3- May 23, 2024
(Autumn Semester) July 3- August 22, 2024

The TOSI CORE/University Professor Certified Business Diploma signifies the achievement and
mastery of registrants in completing requisite coursework for instructing CSL Therapy
Accredited CORE courses within the body altering aesthetics industry or TOSI University
Undergraduate Science and Technology programs. This diploma not only acknowledges the
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comprehensive understanding of the core principles and practices in the field of body altering
aesthetics but also encompasses foundational bioengineering classes essential for students
pursuing their degrees at TOSI University. Graduates of this program demonstrate the expertise
and competence required to guide students through essential CORE/University courses,
ensuring a high standard of education and practical knowledge in this specialized domain.
Moreover, this degree highlights the proficiency of registrants in delivering bioengineering
fundamentals, laying a robust groundwork for aspiring students pursuing their academic journey
at TOSI University.

This 8 week program will prepare you to adequately proctor TOSI CORE or University courses.
After receiving your Professor Diploma, you will receive an Advanced Scholastic Trainers
license with CSL Therapy good for 2yrs before renewal to teach any accredited courses in the
Body Altering Aesthetics industry.

University Professor Opportunities:

- TOSI Incisional Instructor
- TOSI POI Instructor
- TOSI Body Contouring Instructor

TOSI Core Opportunities vary, but are displayed in the Academic Section of TOSI University,
reflecting CEUs and TOSI Workshops.

Upon completion of the program, graduates will be offered employment positions to teach
CORE & University courses at TOSI University. Core Courses may be taught online, in-person,
or hybrid format courses. Core Courses may be taught at any time by graduates-- with approval
of TOSI University. Flagship Student University courses are taught on a fixed schedule* during
the regular Spring & Autumn Semesters.
* There is a one time Alumni Accelerated Undergraduate Degree Program from September 2 2024-
December 23, 2024

Professor Guild Applicants must apply to their chosen program 60 days before the start of the
class. Should an applicant miss the upcoming deadline, their application will be reviewed and
processed for the following course dates.

Schedules are as follows:

TOSI Externship Bio-Mentor: (Spring Semester) March 6- May 22, 2024
Additional Dates to Be Determined

TOSI Lab Trainer: (Summer Semester) June 3- August 19, 2024
(Autumn Semester) September 16- December 2, 2024

TOSI CORE/University Professor: (Spring Semester) April 3- May 23, 2024
(Autumn Semester) July 3- August 22, 2024
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Benefits

This isn't just about teaching; it's about becoming an integral part of our academic legacy. As a
Guild member, you'll play a commanding role in shaping the next generation of scholars and
practitioners within our dynamic academic programs.

Academic Prestige: As a TOSI University Professor, you join the ranks of esteemed
educators within a renowned institution known for its commitment to academic
excellence and innovation in Body Altering Education.

Career Advancement: This role offers a pathway for career growth and professional
development. It provides a platform to contribute significantly to the field of education
and carve out a distinguished career trajectory.

Holistic Development: The role of a TOSI University Professor involves not just teaching
but also engaging in research, mentorship, and contributing to the academic
community. This multifaceted engagement supports personal and professional growth.

Resource Access: Professors have access to extensive resources, including academic
journals, collaborative opportunities, & exclusive professional networks. This access
further enriches teaching methodologies and research pursuits.

Community Engagement: TOSI University encourages professors to engage with the
broader academic community, participate in conferences, workshops, and seminars,
fostering connections and sharing expertise on a larger platform.

Continued Learning: Being a part of TOSI University means continuous exposure to new
ideas, technologies, and concepts in education. Professors have opportunities for
ongoing learning and their own skill development.

Compensation and Benefits: Alongside the intellectual and academic rewards, TOSI
University Professors receive compensation packages with the option of benefits, future
school stock options, retirement plans, and other incentives.
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Costs & Investments

Picture yourself at the forefront of knowledge dissemination, inspiring and empowering
students within a field that is constantly evolving. This opportunity allows you to make a lasting
impact within our vibrant academic community.

To launch this opportunity, each Professor Guild Department investment is as follows:

Costs

Application Fee $65
Externship Bio-Mentor $999
TOSI Lab Trainer $999
CORE/University Professor $999

Program Lengths 2 months

Compensation
Upon completion, Professor Guild applicants will be given the opportunity to teach at TOSI
University, and select from/be assigned a schedule of classes that they are interested in
teaching. These courses are approved based on request first, and then need. Professor payroll
and compensation packages are discussed individually upon completion of the program;
however, pay is course respective (each course taught has its own assigned teachers
compensation fee).

Commitment
Acceptance of an opportunity yields a Professor position for at least ONE semester. At the end
of each semester, Professors will be reviewed; upon receiving successful review scores,
Professors will be extended the opportunity to continue with TOSI University.
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Professor Teaching Schedules (Post Guild)

Imagine being part of an esteemed cohort, the Professor Guild, where selected applicants will
unlock an educational license designed to impart the art of teaching within TOSI University's
prestigious programs. This unparalleled opportunity is a chance to shape the minds of future
[allied] healthcare professionals.

Post Guild Teaching Schedules are dictated by the courses Professors are teaching.

Alumni Accelerator Schedules
Professors will meet with students virtually ONE time per week for 16 weeks for 60-90 min to go
over course material, concepts, assignments, and answer any questions or concerns.

FlagShip School Schedules
Professors will meet with students virtually ONE time per week for 16 weeks for 2 hours to go
over course material, concepts, assignments, and answer any questions or concerns.

Additional Post-Guild Directives
Professors will pick their own Office Hours.

Forum discussions are held throughout the week. Professors are expected to monitor their
student participation, checking in and grading “discussion attendance”.

Grades are to be updated monthly, reflecting course assignments that have been submitted,
quizzes, course exams, and Form participation.

Meetings
Professors will also be required to attend quarterly meetings.

Reviews: Conducted at the end of each Semester; Students will complete courses assessments
about Professors at the end of each program.
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